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his contemporary build in Midrand is home to a couple who enjoy 
exploring their perennial interest in all things culinary. “We love food and 
trying out different dishes,” says the owner, who recently qualified as a 
chef and master chocolatier. 

One of their favourite pastimes is entertaining friends and family. “From 
formal wine-pairing degustation meals to standard braais and slap-up dinners, 
we’re always keen to have people over.”

The well-planned design of the home was informed by the couple’s 
demanding lifestyle. “We lead a busy life, so we wanted a lock-up-and-go home 
with laid-back, comfy interiors.” 

The owner admits that their initial brief to the architects was succinct, to say 
the least. “We gave the architects a rough pencil sketch of what we wanted. 
High ceilings were a prerequisite, to create a sense of open-space living.” Other 
must-haves were well-designed home automation and a super-functional kitchen 
that included all of the culinary mod-cons a chef’s kitchen needs.

For these culinary mavens, life’s little luxuries include collecting whisky and 
wine, so a wine cellar was a must. “We’ve always had a wine cellar. With our 

T BELOW: Bobtons Construction is a 
premier commercial, residential and 
development building company based 
in Gauteng. The company assisted the 
home owners in all aspects of building this 
home by offering full project-management 
services. Bobtons Construction boasts 
years of experience, in-depth knowledge 
of the building industry, friendly client 
relations and impeccable finishes. The 
company offers full turnkey services by 
taking care of all building needs, from 
conception to conclusion. From start to 
finish, Bobtons’ service will be memorable, 
neat, efficient and beyond every client’s 
expectations.

BOBTONS CONSTRUCTION 011 234 0526

TOP CARPETS 011 467 3517

BELOW RIGHT: On the landing, a luxurious cut-pile carpet 
sets the scene. The owners asked Top Carpets to supply plush 
carpets throughout the home, to add comfort underfoot and 
to complement the clean-lined, contemporary look and feel of 
the home. Top Carpets also offers specialised flooring, such as 
laminated, vinyl and engineered wood. 

new house, we had less space, so we had to make it as 
functional as possible,” says the owner.

The couple has certainly found the right domestic recipe 
– their home strikes a perfect balance between comfort 
and style. The modern architecture and eclectic mix of 
materials reflect their love of clean-lined design, while a 
minimalist, open-plan layout ensures a seamless flow from 
one space to the next. 

A neutral base palette creates a sense of calm, while 
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ABOVE: The main 
bathroom was designed to 
be a rejuvenating sanctuary, 
displaying an understated 
elegance. Natural stone finishes 
and an oval-shaped bath 
complement the soft, earthy 
tones of the large porcelain tiles 
and striking blinds. Two key 
elements that drew the owners 
to Blind Designs’ Vision Blinds 
were their colour variation and 
elegance. When open, the 
natural light that filters into the 
bathroom accentuates the depth 
of colour of the Vision Blinds; 
when drawn, they offer much-
needed privacy. 
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splashes of earthy colour shake things 
up. “A clean colour palette gives you 
the flexibility to change the look and 
feel of a room by adding a new scatter, 
rug or couch, without having to repaint 
the entire room,” explains the owner.

Although they share a good dose 
of wanderlust, these jetsetters are 
equally comfy at home, pottering about 
in the garden or trying out new recipes 
in the kitchen. It’s the perfect spot for 
indulging in the finer things in life. Q

CONTACT:
BOBTONS CONSTRUCTION – turnkey 
building solutions
011 234 0526, info@bobtons.co.za,  
www.bobtons.co.za
FTC PROPERTIES DULLSTROOM – turnkey 
decor design and interiors
013 254 0908, 083 654 1367
TOP CARPETS MIDRAND – floor coverings
011 467 3517, 082 855 1766,  
www.topcarpets.co.za


